
ALWAYS ON THE 
RIGHT TRACK
Your transport & logistics 
expert since 1898



Experience counts
Bruhn Spedition since 1898
As your partner and leading service provider for intermodal transport solutions,  
we combine both. In doing so, we ensure that your dry-bulk as well as liquid and packaged 
goods reach their destinations in an efficient, safe and fast way. With tailor-made and 
sustainable logistics solutions: Smart logistics that keeps you ahead.

At Home in Europe 
With locations in Lübeck, Antwerpen and Helsinki we are represented in important  
seaports near Key-European regions. Our network and integrated cooperation  
with local, specialised partners allows us to bring your goods to their destination 
in an intermodal way.
Whether Nordic, Baltic, UK and Ireland or Southern Europe; we are always nearby.  
Near to you, near to your markets and near to game-changing infrastructure. 

Lübeck

Antwerpen

Helsinki
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Our services 
Always on the right track
Every journey starts with the first step. For us, this means listening to your needs  
and analysing the important details of your project. Only then can we start developing  
the optimal solution for you. A solution that is tailor-made, innovative, planned and  
implemented down to the last detail. Nothing is left to chance. For the transport itself  
we use our own fleet of specialised trailers, bulk- and tank-containers. 
Our commitment: Top service in all respects.

Dry Bulk Liquid Bulk General Cargo Warehouse Solutions
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Granules or powder – whatever dry-bulk product you want to transport we have the ideal 
container for you. Our Dry Bulk division deploys its own fleet of intermodal bulk containers 
of all types: from bag-in-box containers to aluminium-van-boxes and pressure containers, 
they come in different sizes and with different volumes. Specialized unloading equipment 
compliments our services. 

 → Versatile pool of 3,500 Bulk-contai-
ners for all types of dry-bulk cargo 
(bag-in-box, van-box, pressurized)

 → Vast network of integrated partners 
throughout Europe 

 → Bespoke intermodal supply chain  
solutions (forward stock, VMI)

 → Specialised fleet of 500 super- 
insulated Tankcontainer in various sizes 
(21,000 - 35,000 l)

 → Indirect glycol heating system for sen-
sitive, temperature-controlled goods

 → Compliant with all applicable food  
standards and requirements

 → Bespoke intermodal supply chain 
solutions

 → Modern fleet of intermodal curtain- 
siders and thermotrailer 

 → Daily departures from / to the  
Nordic and Baltic countries

 → Bespoke supply chain solutions  
(pool-point distribution, cross- 
docking, intermediate storage)

 → Floor-heating CO2 neutral  
warehouse space 

 → Narrow-aisle multi-bay racking system 
with trilateral stackers

 → Trimodal connection between  
central Europe and the Nordic and  
Baltic regions 

 → Broad range of value-added-services 
(pool-point distribution, pick-and-
pack, cross-docking)

With our versatile fleet of 20’ and 26’ intermodal tank containers, we are your experienced 
and reliable partner for the transport of liquid foodstuffs and industrial products. The 
tanks are designed for high-density liquids as well as for particularly sensitive liquid 
goods. Within the food sector we distinguish ourselves by a high degree of specialisation  
in temperature-controlled products.

Whether you need a FTL or LTL solution or want to transport temperature-controlled 
goods, our General Cargo department develops the optimal transport solution for you and 
ensures that every load is transported properly. If required, we can take over the entire 
management of your supply chain – we are your one-stop shop.

26,000 m2 of logistics space and 10,000 m2 of modern warehouse in Lübeck: Our ware-
house and logistics center is equipped with the latest technology and ensures tailormade 
warehousing. Positioned in one of the leading trimodal platforms in Europe, the warehouse 
can be your hub between continental Europe and the Nordic countries or Baltic states.

Business units
Accomplished solutions that bring you forward

Dry Bulk Liquid Bulk General Cargo Warehouse Solutions
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Our commitment
On the right track for the future
Just satisfying you is not enough for us. We want more. We want to inspire you!
Right from the start we put you and your wishes at the center of everything we do.  
We get to the bottom of things before we present ideas and solutions. These are not  
just ready-made but instead fully customised to your needs with know-how and  
passion. This way you can be sure to always receive the most efficient, safe and  
sustainable logistics solution for your individual requirements.

100
employees container + trailer tons CO2

4,000 49,400
savings 2022  

through intermodal solutions
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Green logistics
All ways

QHSE
Without compromises

Playing in the premier league of logistics means being an example in the care and protection 
of our environment. For decades, we have actively contributed to shaping the European 
intermodal landscape. Through an inventive combination of road-, sea-, and rail transport, 
we offer eco-friendly solutions that actively result in reducing CO2 emissions. Proof of our 
commitment in 2022: More than 49,445 tons of reduction in CO2 emissions. 
Are you committed to sustainable resource planning and eco-friendly logistics?  
Then we can be your partner on an equal footing.

Absolute safety in every respect – this is our most sacred principle. 
The health and safety of our employees and our stakeholders is our top priority  
and ensuring them is worth every effort to us.
That is why we regularly have our systems and processes evaluated by independent  
companies. We hold all the important quality, environmental and safety certificates and 
comply with all current food, feed, pharmaceutical and chemical standards.
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It is not in the stars to hold our 
destiny but in ourselves 

Shakespeare



Mail: info@bruhnsped.com 
www.bruhnsped.com

Bruhn Spedition GmbH
Henry-Koch-Str. 4
23570 Lübeck
Phone: +49 451 4804 0

Bruhn Spedition NV
St. Pietersvliet 3, Bus 6
B-2000 Antwerpen
Phone: +32 3 224 8484

Bruhn Spedition Oy
Holkkitie 14 B
FIN-00880 Helsinki
Phone: +358 9 7742300

Lübeck

Antwerpen

Helsinki


